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Dear Parents, 

Welcome to Year 3.  We hope you have had an enjoyable holiday. We are very 

excited about the forthcoming school year and are looking forward to working with 

your children. We aim to set them challenging, but enjoyable work so that they find 

learning fun. 

Homework will continue to be sent home on a Friday and due back 11 days later on 

Tuesday; homework will begin on Friday 27th September. We expect all children to 

read for at least 20 minutes on a daily basis.  

This term Year 3 will have P.E. lessons on Mondays.  Please ensure that your child has 

his/her PE kit (labelled) in school for these sessions.  In addition, each class will have 

swimming lessons for one term which will take place on Tuesday mornings.  When 

the term approaches for your child’s class to have their turn, you will receive further  

information about these lessons.   

The grid on the reverse side outlines what we plan to cover in the different 

curriculum areas this half term.     

Thank you in advance for your support. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Caroline Freedman                  Tracey Hills                             Shana Rahman 

(3CF Class teacher)       Ozlem Mehmet                    (3SR Class teacher) 

                                                   (3TH Class teachers) 
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Literacy 

Poetry, diary writing linked to Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, 

report and descriptive writing linked to our science and topic.  

Daily reading and grammar.  Handwriting and spelling three times a 

week. 

 

Maths 

Number: Place value of digits in numbers up to 1000, reading and 

writing numbers up to 1000, addition facts using numbers to 1000. 

Solving number problems and practical problems. 

Addition and subtraction: adding and subtracting 3-digit numbers 

Multiplication and division: 3, 4 and 8 times tables and relationship 

between multiplication and division 

Science 

The skeletal and muscular systems of animals including humans. 

‘How does the body move?’  

science investigations 

Topic – Chocolate 

(Geography/History) 

 

Where does chocolate come from? 

Look at the journey of chocolate from a bean to a bar. 

Which countries grow cocoa beans? 

Fair Trade  

The history of chocolate. 

Music  
Specialist teacher to teacher to teach music from Da Capo 

Recorders for 2 classes (not 3SR) with Jackie 

Spanish Specialist Spanish teachers for half an hour every Tuesday 

Computing 

E-safety 

Coding  

Digital literacy 

PE / Games Gymnastics, Dance and Swimming  

Religious Education 

& PSHE 

Inspirational people and places of worship 

New Beginnings and belonging. Self-esteem – our hidden talents. 

  


